Topics/courses covered on the MBE (Multistate Bar Examination):

- Contracts (including Article 2 on Sales; this subject is covered in Contracts and UCC)
- Real Property (including Mortgages; this subject is covered in Basic Real Estate)
- Criminal Law
- Criminal Procedure (this subject is covered in Basic Criminal Procedure)
- Evidence
- Constitutional Law (including First Amendment Law and Individual Rights covered in Advanced Constitutional Law classes)

All topics on the MBE may also be tested as on the essay portion of the Colorado bar examination. In addition, the following topics/courses may be tested on the essay portion of the Colorado bar exam:

- Business Associations (including Agency, Partnership, and Corporations; this material is covered in Agency, Partnership and the LLC and in Corporations)
- Uniform Commercial Code Articles 1, 3, and 9 (covered in courses on Commercial Paper, Secured Transactions, and Sales and Leases)
- Family Law (including issues specific to Colorado principles, statutory construct and precedent)
- Wills, Trusts and Estates (including future interests)
- Federal Civil Procedure
- Conflict of Laws (starting with the July 2010 bar examination)

NOTE: The MPT (Multi-State Performance Test) also implicitly tests ethical rules in handling client issues and attorney tasks (covered in Legal Profession)